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1. Introduction. Let us consider an n-dimensional affinely 
connected sasakian spaces,, with recurrent curvature Rj1,.1 admitting an 
infinitesimal transformation : 

xi= :id·+ 1i (x) ot, 

and we assume a basic condition {Jl",
11 

== 0, where 'A
111 

is a non-zero 
recurrence vector appeared in the equation 

V,,, R)111 ='A,,, Rjkt' 
l;i denotes the Lie-derivative with respect to vi and V' denotes the operator 
of covariant differentiation with respect to the Riemannian connection. 
In this case, the space has been called a Sasakian recurrent space of the 

first kind and is denoted in brief by an S*,.- space. Under a condition a 

='A"' vm 7' constant, we have 
.!M. . 

Akl-'Vt'Ak -'V k'Az 7' 0. 
The present space with 'A 7' constant is called a Sasakian recurrent spaces 
of the first kind, or in brief an -A S~-space. 

Takano (1966) has studied the existence of an affine motion of 
recurrent form and give a remark there and it is read as follows 

In this space satisfying ~ R)kt ,'.,:; 0, ~nder a docomposition of 
curvature tensor of the form : 

a.Riki = Akl V'. 1.i in order to have 1 · ri.k = 0, we can suppose formally J .. .I V' J. . 

a parallel property of contravariant vector !}i-'a 1Ji, but this supposition 
yields a contradiction. 

However, generally speaking, the present space itself does not admit 
intrinsically such a vector field. In this short report, we shall prove this 
fact. 

2. Some Formulae. The space with recurrent curvature is 
characterized by a basic condition 

(2.1) 'V"' Rjk1 = 'A111 Rjk1, 

and the useful fundamental formulae are the first and second Bianchi's 
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identities given by 
(2.2) R',: 1. + R',: .1• + Ri.1•1 = 0, 

'.I J' J" 

(2.:3) '\11 R)111 + 'A" R)1111 +'A, R)mk = 0. 
An A S~ ··space has not only (2.1), (2.2) and (2.:3) but also the following 
formulae: 

(2.4) A,,.1 v
1 = ···· rx.u,, , 

(2.5) <X;Li = () , 1:.e. , lfX= 0, 
and 

(2.G) A 111 = 'A1p.1 'A1 u.11• 

The well-known H.icci's identity in this space may be dorivt~d from (2.1) 
with case and it i8 writ.ten :rn 

(2.7) All/II Rj,d 
3. Main Subject. Being u 11 :f: 0, we can introduce a vector 11" so as 

to satisfy 

(3.1) ail 1111 == 1. 

Then, multiplying (2. 7) by 11 111 u" side by side and ~mmming over m and 
n, we get 

(3.2) aRj111 +R)hl A~ ·- R~i1, 1 A'.j- Rj<tl A<j,-- Rj1ia A~ = 0, 

where we have used A
11111

11111 v" = ·- o:, derived from (2.4) and (3.1), or 

(2.5), (2.6) and (3.1) and put Aj = Rj,,111ku1. 

Next, multiplying (2.3) by v111 and summing over m owing to 
Rjmk = - R)11m, we find 
(3 3) aRi + 'A Ri um - ')., Ri u111 = 0 • jh/. k jlm l jk111 ' 

from which, putting f3 = 'A
111

r]"t, we are able to have 

(3.4) 'A0j = ( [3v1
- ffq1

) Rj1d. 

Eliminating <X R~1 •. 1 from (3.2) and (3.3), we have 

R a Ai - Ri A'x = R': (A<x_.~ i/x) - J>': (' A<rx-~ 11") 
jkl a <xkl j jal k l\.J, 1'jcxh -<"l /I.I · 

At this moment, if we multiply t:he last fonnula by f3v1- a 111 and sum 
over the index l, then by virtue of (3.4), it follows that 

(3 5) A~ ')., (Ao:-'A vo:) o-:: Ri (A'1-A. v'1) ll)i/ -· an1) 
. J Ct h Ji J<tk k l \I · 'I ' 

Now, from Rjkl =--Rj11, and (2.2), we see that R)111 - Rkjl = -R~jk' so 
from (3.4), we can derive the relation 

')., Ai ~.Ai - /A l "''I'll) Ri 
/C~j -1\,/Ak - - \J-'l) - ""'I ' /j/i' 

Hereupon, let us assume the parallelism of Pvi - a11i, then we have 

immediately (J3v1 - a111) R~jk =O , so under the present assumption, it is 
concluded that 
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').._ Ai :::: ').._;ti 

11 ·1 r ·1( 

Being 'A,,*o, from the last formula, we may put 

(3.ti) Ai
1 

='A1;1i, 
where Ai indicates a suitable vector. Making use of (3.G) into the right 

hand side of (:3.5) and taking care of (J)u1 ·- fxn1) A-1 =O, we have Aj (p 11 

(XA1) = 0, where we have defined µ11 by Ai,A.;,. It is easy to see that Aj;tO, 
and we have 

(3.7) ~1 11 ==<~A.1,. 
From (:3.G), it follows that ~lk = 'A; A 1

;, = A; A':A,k comparing the last result 

with (3. 7), owing to, Aki:-0 we get 

(3.8) A,,, A 111 =a. 
Substituting GJ.G) into (:1.2), we have 

a Rjkt -- \V,V1,-V1,V1) Aj Au (A. 11 R),xcA.1 Rj1m) = 0 
or by virtue of (2.:3), we get 

a Rj111 +Au 'Ao. Rj111 = (\l1V,,--V1?1) Aj. 
Making use of Rj1d ::.:: ·--Rj11, and (3.8), the above equation becomes 

V1VkAj-V"V1 Aj = 0. 
In this case, for a suitable vector 011, we can regard Aj to be a recurrent 
tensor given by 

{~ (3.9) Vil Aj = Sk A; . 
Differentiating (3.4) covariantly and making use of parallelism of pui--a11i 
, we find 

AjV1A.k + A./)1Aj = A.1A.kAj, 
where we have used (2.1) and (3.9). 

Being Aj i:-0, from the last formula, we get 

(3.10) V1A.11 = A-11 A-1 - A.1181 • 

Now, remembering (3.6), (3.9) may be rewritten as 
'A. V Ai+ Ai Ai 'A.= o 'A.Ai. 

J 11 . " 1 h J 
Consequently, substituting (a.10) into the last relation, we get 

(3.11) VkAi = (2ok-'A 11 )A;, 

where we have neglected non-vanishing 'Ap Multiplying (3.11) by 'A; and 
summing over i, according to 

A; V k Ai = V k 0·; Ai) - Ai V k 'A; 

=a ak-Ai (A,iA.k-A.iok) 

=a ak- a'Ak+ aok, 
and making an appeal to (3.8) and (3.10), we have 

a a"- aA.k + ao" =a (2ok -A.k), 
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or a (&,, -A1) = 0, 

i.e. (\ =A". 
In this way, (:U 0) becomes 

V1A11 =A" A1 Akal . 
hence we can see that 

Aid= V1A1,-- VkAt =- A1p.1 + A1 A11 . 

Comparing the last result with (2.G), we have here Ahl =O and HO, we 
have 

a = c (constant). 
This conclusing contradicts clearly with our preliminary assumption on 

<X = A
111 

v'", for the AS~- space has been introduced orginally by basic 

condition L'A,,, = 0 and <x :/;constant. 
This completes the proof of the fact emphnsized at the beginning 

of this report. 'l'huH, we c:in Ht.ate here a definite crmchrnion as follows : 
The AS~-- Hpacc does not admit a parallel vector field defined by 

!)v;---0.11; 

4. Appendix. In the preceding section, under V1V,,Ai-V,V1 Ai=0 
. J " . J 

we have supposed formally a condition (:UJ). We shall show here the 
possibility of (3.9). 

If V1V,, Ai. -V1V1 Ai. = 0 will be the case, the formula (3.2) is, simplified 
' . J l J 

as 

aR~kl = R~al A~ + R)ka A~ · 
Contracting 11" v1 and using (3.6), we get 

a Ai =Ri v1 (n"A )Aa+ Ri. 11" 1v1 A )Aa 
J JU.I 'I h JIW \' l ' 

say 
<X Ai =Ri. (P.vf _a 111)Au 

j JUI P . 

Differentiating the last formula covarinntly and making use of (2.1) and 

the parallelism of 13v1 ~-<X111 ,we have 

a a A! + f~ \7 Ai: '-0 o. A Ai+ [ti (f:\1/ ··· (X n1)\7 A<x 
tn J 111 J Ill J .. J<X/ . ' 'I m ' 

i e o. a Ai: + o. V Ai = o: 'A A1 +Ai (o: <x ... A'x V AJ 
• • "' J 111 J Ill ) J 111. Ill ' 

That is to say, we have · 

a VmAj = (a A111 -A'x VmAcJAj, 
or, being a/:.O, we can see 

'\/
111 

Aj = 0
111 

Aj, om. def A
111 

-Aa V
111

Aa la. 
This completes the proof. 
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